I learned early on that my body was not like other bodies. I missed a lot of school, and I was always at the doctor’s office. Being sick put me on the lifelong path of managing and working with my physical and mental limitations. Until my twenties, I didn’t have the language to write about my experiences. Maybe it was because I didn’t know I could claim ‘disabled’ as an identity? Or maybe, I didn’t know that the poems I was writing were poems about disability? When I did claim that identity and visibility, I began to seek out other stories like, and not like, my own.

Disability poetics foregrounds the experiences of people with disabilities. Through poetry, disabled people define, shape, and maintain their relationships with disability. I have actively followed the poets in this ‘Disability Poetics’ mixtape and gathered their poems like talismans; keeping a disabled body moving in an ableist world can feel impossible, but these poets, and their works, have been guideposts.

Eli Tareq El Bechelany-Lynch captures the full-body exhaustion that accompanies so many illnesses and disabilities, in their poem The Fatigue. When do we challenge ourselves to do more, and when do we acknowledge that rest and recuperation are essential for our health? Who can claim the time needed to care for their disabled body?
Jody Chan answers a stranger on the internet; can ill people love too? Can they be loved well in turn? What do we sacrifice and edit to accommodate that love? A response full of love, a “drink/when you feel empty.” What do we do when we cannot communicate our embodied experiences? Dominique Parisien layers the complications involved with communicating what you know in your body to medical professionals and trying to do so when English isn’t your first language. Can technology help or hinder this understanding?

How do you cope when your body evades any clear treatment and when your mind and body must relearn everything you used to do so easily? Kyla Jamieson is honest about the cost of meeting and honouring one’s own limitations. Facing limitations can feel destabilizing but in the long run it can make you stronger: “When everyone went/ back to school I stayed/ home, stopped having/ goals, stopped dreaming/ of putting my body/ in a body of water.” It can feel like a betrayal to have a healthy body change to a disabled body. Lauren Turner powerfully claims, “A sick body is an enchanted forest, overflowing its borders with civil war.” But what about when our disabilities fall under the gaze of others, their judgement and scrutiny? Therese Estacion introduces us to the ABG or the Able-Bodied Gaze.

My intention is to showcase disabled writers and their writing as they wish to be seen. No definitions, no qualifiers, just stories, potentially joyous, potentially uncomfortable, representing all the diversity that exists in the disabled community. I claim no one answer, only space for our stories, for our lived experiences to be given the consideration we have historically been refused.

THE POEMS

THE TRICK
by Roxanna Bennett

WHEN I BECOME YOU
by Teva Harrison

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MOON
by Raymond Antrobus

HOW TO TRIUMPH LIKE A GIRL
by Ada Limon

IN EXILE I DRAW THE TOWER CARD
by Kyla Jamieson

LYNCH THE FATIGUE
by Eli Tareq El Bechelany

THE ABG (ABLE-BODIED GAZE)
by Therese Estacion

FOR THE BPD SUBREDDIT USER WHO WROTE CAN PEOPLE WITH BPD LOVE
by Jody Chan

EXCERPT FROM QUIT DYING TO DIE
by Lauren Turner

A poetry mixtape edited by Ashley Elizabeth Best.